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side across the affected part, and leaves a hot glow behind I,
it. The first attack is often very sudden and disables its

victim for the moment. As it is one of the large group
of phenomena which go with the inheritance of gouty
tendencies and exposure to the exciting causes of rheumatism
it will often not be present alone. Sciatica, hip-joint arthritis,
and affections of the spinal articulations are amongst its most
frequent companions. In these cases we must separate their
several elements. Lumbago is variable and transitory, whilst
the pain of the other affections is usually more persistent and
independent of movements. Lumbago in severe forms may
shoot down the back of the hips and simulate sciatica ;
but unless the sciatic nerve be affected it does not

pass far down the limb, nor is it attended by pain
over the nerve trunk or wasting of the muscles. The

liability to lumbago once experienced usually lasts
the rest of life, and is influenced by season, weather,
diet, and exposure, just as gout and rheumatic gout are. Its

subject may be quite free the greater part of the year, but
suffer for a month or more in early spring. The treatment

consists of active exercise, care in diet, and warm clothing,
especially across the hips. During the presence of pain the
sufferer should, if possible, move about, even if he can only
do so with assistance and bent almost double. After a time

he will find the pain subsiding. In severe cases, unless the

patient is unusually resolute, exercise is out of the question.
Then recourse must be had, if not to Graves’s favourite plan
of cupping, to blisters, sinapisms, or the use of heat locally.
Internally alkalies, aconite, and colchicum should be given.
The patient should drink plenty of hot weak tea. As to the

structures actually involved, Mr. Hutchinson has no doubt
they are the ligaments of the sacrum and the cartilage
between the sacrum and ilium-the latter as the result of
self-observation. The pain is too deeply seated to be located
in the muscular fascia and too peculiar to belong to a struc-
ture so general. -

POST-GRADUATE FACILITIES IN RUSSIA.

AT the ten Russian Universities and at the Army Medical
Academy in St. Petersburg there are facilities for post-
graduate study. Courses varying from one to three months
are held in various special subjects, and the fee charged is a
small one, averaging about half a guinea. All medical

graduates may attend quite freely the wards of the clinical
, hospital or infirmary attached to the university, and

there are abundant opportunities for graduates desiring
to do original scientific work in the laboratories
attached to the universities, the cliniques, and other

hospitals. In St. Petersburg there is in addition
a very handsomely equipped hospital reserved entirely
for the clinical use of medical men; it is, in fact,
a graduates’ clinique. This is the Helena Institute,
or, to give it its full title, the Imperial Clinical
Institute of the Grand Duchess Helena Pavlovna. It is
named after a sister of the Emperor Nicholas I., one of the
most active, charitable, and philanthropic workers of her
time, who among other good deeds introduced the practice
of nursing by women into Russia, and whose memory is still
green. The Institute has 108 beds ; it receives poor patients
freely ; others pay from 10 to 100 roubles a month, according
to the accommodation. The present director of the Institute
is Professor Skliffosofski, who has been selected as President
of the Internatlonal Medical Congress in Moscow. Attached
to all the Russian Universities and the Army Medical
Academy are a considerable number of scholarships (stipendia)
either instituted by the Government or by private individuals,
the holders of which are entitled to remain attached
to the university for one, two, or more years, and to carr3
on original work in the laboratories and wards. A certair

number of graduates are annually sent abroad at the expense

of the Government to study at foreign universities and hos-
pitals. This applies not only to recent graduates, but also
to men high in the profession, university professors, and
others. In addition the ;;emstvos, or lo-lal governing bodies,
to each of which is attached either a medical board or a
medical officer, frequently send (at the expense of the
zemstvo) their medical officials to St. Petersburg, Moscow, or
some other university town to spend three, four, or six

months in the wards and laboratories there. This admirable

system enables a provincial medical officer to keep in touch
with the advances made in medical science. The Govern-
ment encourages it by granting sums of money from the

Treasury to assist the ;;C1nstvos in carrying out the system.

AFTER MANY YEARS.
THE City has lately had to deplore the loss by death of

two medical men who were prominent inhabitants and the
holders of important posts. The first, Mr. Charles Hogg,
F.R.C.S. Eng., who died at St. Lecnards-on-Sea in his

eighty-sixth year, was for many years medical officer to
Merchant Taylors School, and used to livj in Charterhou3e-
square. The second was Mr. Charles Hope Buncombe,
F.R.C,S. Eng., who died in his eightieth year and who had
held for more than twenty years the post of medical officer
to the City of London Infirmary. It is wonderful to

think of the changes, especially in preventive medicine,
which these two gentlemen must have seen. Fiftyyearsago
Smithfield and the neighbourhood was a perfect Inferno.
The cruelty, the filth, and the absolute want of any-
thing approaching to sanitation which were perpetually
present in the market and the slaughter-houses can scarcely
be believed nowadays, but if anybody cares for horrors let
him read a series of articles which appeared in Honsehold
Words in the early fifties, entitled the I Cattle Road to
Ruin." At present the City is perhaps the best drained,
swept, and lighted city in the world, and the other parts of
London are for the most part but little in arrear.

" SLY’S PATENT TRUSS."

THE sentence of eighteen months’ imprisonment with hard
labour passed by the Lord Chief Justice at the Oxford

Assizes last week on Samuel Albert Sly, otherwise Albert

Hodge, the owner of " Sly’s Patent Truss," should prove a
useful warning to the other rogues of his class who are daily
defrauding the unsuspecting public by means of false and
misleading advertisements and circulars. The quack is a
firm believer in printer’s ink and publicity, as he should be, for
he knows full well that there are hundreds and thousands of
the gullible public ready to swallow any rubbish that he may
be pleased to provide if only he can find mediums to adver-
tise it with sufficient boldness and indecency. The quack
is also a firm believer in the written support of "grateful
patients," and the majority of these parasites have hundreds
of unsolicited "testimonials" in their possession, the originals
of which, according to advertisement, can be seen on applica-
tion. Should anyone b3 so unbelieving as to want to see the
originals they are invariably as difficult to produce as were
the man Sly’s. Not that Sly’s methods were quite bereft of
originality. He scorned such stupid trickery as writing his
own testimonials-a method which always must lack some
little vraisembzance and which also requires the trouble of
composition. Sly found it a far easier course to extract from
the trade circulars of various truss-makers the most approvin
criticisms of the medical press and the best genuine testi-
monials from patients, and to appropriate these as com.
mercial and private testimony to the value of his own
"truss." He merely altered the names of the places fro
which the testimony emanated and the dates and signatures.
Out of ten testimonials on his business circular nine were

proved in evidence to have been thus "lifted," and yet,


